From nature with love
Already in 1950 began development of prefabricated housing based on light prefabricated construction elements and wooden laminated glued construction. From the very beginning until today Krivaja-TMK d.o.o. has been market leader. Soon after that, began the production of wooden joinery and light construction boards, by which integrity of complete production process was provided.

Main activity of Krivaja-TMK d.o.o. with tradition of over 60 years is engineering, production and assembling of objects in Krivaja construction system. These objects are of wide range, but first of all those are: dwelling objects, schools, hospitals, kinder gardens, industrial and agricultural halls, catering objects, leisure, recreation and sports objects etc.

We are one of few, who, in integral production process, offer at one place complete production assortment. That means that our experts have for many years created tradition based on quality of products which have been controlled from the raw material to final product. We point this out because we want you to know that if you trust us to build for you, our highly educated team of experts will carefully control complete production process, by which we avoid any mistake or short coming which occur in split productions. In Krivaja-TMK d.o.o. because of the fact that we participate in creation of product from raw material to final product, mistakes are taken to minimum and they are detected already in the production where they are corrected.

Krivaja-TMK d.o.o. realizes its jobs through its Engineering department. Engineering Krivaja-TMK d.o.o. incorporates all necessary services for the realization of projects, which includes, expert designing bureau, sales and marketing, assembly unit, and departments for managing of other jobs. Our designing bureau is authorized for complete projecting and developing of complete investment and technical documentation as well as making of investment elaborates.

For many years Krivaja-TMK d.o.o. has been successful in selling its products in domestic and foreign markets, and our goal is to become regional market leader. This ambitious goal is based on the fact that we have been in the market since 1950 and our flexibility and innovation made us capable to compete in this business. With the aim to do business even more successful, production of light construction boards was established and it is part of integral process. Furthermore, support to production is provided from already mentioned engineering department, which today has thirty engineers and technicians of different occupations. There is also strong construction unit that realizes tasks in the field. Altogether, in production, assembly and engineering, Krivaja-TMK has over 200 employees with great experience and corresponding skill.
Krivaja-TMK d.o.o. is direct successor of IP KRIVAJA Zavidovici prefabricated housing, from which we took over complete Know How obtained in constructing of complete settlements, industrial and sport complexes and tourist and urban entities. Success of Krivaja constructors in Skopje is known, where within five months they managed to build 2060 apartments and 53 other objects of different purpose. This success was followed by ones in Debar, Zagreb, Banja Luka, Kotor and Doboj. In Italy we built 3330 houses. In Turkey 700, thousands of square meters in Iraq, and we successfully built in whole Europe, Africa and Asia. Even today we look with pride at our objects which were built three of four decades ago. They are mostly still intact and in perfect shape.

Extremely lot we built in earthquake zones, for our objects are more resistant to seismic instabilities than classic objects, and we are not influenced by climate conditions in which we build.

About Krivaja experience we already said a lot! What is the tradition that we are talking about, clearly shows the data that Krivaja by the end of nineties in last century built over 1 500 000 m2 of dwelling space. If we add to this built industrial objects, schools, hospitals, warehouses and other business facilities which were built by Krivaja, it is obvious that Krivaja can be placed on the top in this market segment, not only in Balkans but even wider.

We are proud of the fact that we are certified by Otto-Graff Institute from Stuttgart, which proves standard quality of our products.

We are certain to continue serving our customers in the best possible way. We can do that because of our advantages over our competitors, for we have extremely quality resources. Resources of precious Bosnian forests, for which we take good care and use them in rational way. Besides this there are great human resources who, for years live and work with wood. We shall do our best to keep it that way.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“F”</td>
<td>Wood Veneer Interior Doors (oak, beech, pine, wenge)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“D”</td>
<td>Solid Wood Interior Doors - Flat panel (oak, beech, fir, pine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“R”</td>
<td>Solid Wood Interior Doors - Raised panel (oak, beech, fir, pine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“UV”</td>
<td>Solid Wood Entry Doors - Raised panel (oak, beech, fir, pine)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ENTRY DOORS

MODEL UV-101

MODEL UV-102

MODEL UV-107

MODEL UV-108
COLOURS OF YOUR CHOICE

WENGE

WALNUT

OAK

APPLE

PINO

WHITE
OUTFIT YOUR WINDOWS WITH ACCESSORIES

SHUTTERS

MOSQUITO NET

BLINDS
STAIRS
1 STRAIGHT FLIGHT

2 STRAIGHT FLIGHTS (180° TURN)

2 STRAIGHT FLIGHTS (180° TURN)
Our joinery is available in the full range of RAL colours.
Certificates

NEN-EN-ISO 14002, 2004
NEN-EN-ISO 9001, 2008
CE
We’ve teamed up with some of the best European manufacturers to offer you the finest fittings and fixtures. From our comprehensive range of door and window fittings, lock mechanisms and safety equipment, you will undoubtedly find a solution that satisfies your needs for function, style and safety. And for that finishing touch, choose from our large selection of handles and knobs in various styles and materials (aluminum, brass, inox and plastic).
KRIVAJA TMK d.o.o.
Radnička ulica 2
72220 Zavidovići
Bosna i Hercegovina
telefon: +387 32 878 064
fax: +387 32 878 065
info@krivajahomes.com
www.krivajahomes.com